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< p > this pair is so early July landing the authorized retail outlets of Paul Rodriquez 7, with eye-catching passion red as the main
colors, and decorated with red flame dark lines and Swoosh Black Leather details and white sole. Lined with no stitch design to
achieve fit more comfortable foot feeling, the collar of the shoe after further strengthened, as the sole, is equipped with the 3 / 4 of the
Lunarlon midsole slow earthquake system and into the unique texture of the outsole, let the wearer in high difficulty jump, flip tricks
won a higher security. Fans may wish to start with the movement. Holding Co. ransom, Canada's outdoor apparel brand, announced
its 2014 spring model of collocation. This kind of shoe highlights the function is superior to the outdoor, the more light quantify the
material, including synthetic material, leather, suede, breathable mesh and tannin crafted. To show the performance of shoes in the
water. To sensible as the theme, to create a series of footwear design both stylish appearance and skill performance. /> In the
market for super-exclusive shoes? Get to Harrods now - GQ.co In the market for super-exclusive shoes? Get to Harrods now By Nick
Carvell 06 August 15 If you're a fan of limited-run shoes (no pun intended), we suggest you get yourself to Harrods during August. This
week the West London institution launched Made With Love: a campaign to promote, and we quote, "the provenance and artisan
talent of hand-crafted goods". In other words, a motherlode of exclusive, one-off designs from famous labels have just arrived in store
- and nowhere is this more impressive than in the men's shoe department.Featuring over 35 pairs, this superb selection of footwear
comes courtesy of a whole host of noteworthy names - Church's, Jimmy Choo, Giuseppe Zanotti, Etro, and Maison Martin Margiela,
to name just five - all producing at least one exclusive model that you won't find anywhere except Harrods. Better yet, there are styles
to suit every taste from ultra-traditional, everyday classics to more out-there, eye-catching kicks. We particularly like Lanvin's metallic
python trainers and Gucci's new take on its signature horsebit loafer, cut from a rich burgundy leather that the Italian lathermasters
have never used before. Want to slip into a pair? Get to the lower ground floor in Harrod's as soon as you can - there's only a few of
each being made, and when they're gone they're gone. From ?260. Available to buy exclusively at Harrods throughout August. Nick
Carvell Nick is Fashion Editor of GQ.co. Follow him on Twitter and Instagram at @nickcarvell. ASICS for the 2015 autumn and winter
to prepare a new Trail Winter series. III GEL-Lyte, GEL-Lyte V and gel saga three pair of classic shoes covered with ballistic mesh
and suede produced with the shoe body, with olive green as the main theme, and the combination of black, brown, orange and beige,
also mix in bottom of the splash ink details to create user exogenous. This "Trail Winter" series will be available in September 18th at
Industry Urban, etc. mastermind Japan recently with the adidas originals joint has also been widespread concern in the industry, from
the earliest Tokyo Fashion Week exposure, to the present formal sale is close to a month's time, presumably fans have long been
ready to buy such a joint single product. before we talk about the largest JAPAN mastermind is about to graduate, with ten letters on
behalf of the ten quarter of the topic has come to Dreaming. There is news that the designer Motoma Masaaki will leave, JAPAN
mastermind will continue to operate, in any case, we still want to see the JAPAN mastermind figure. This time the joint appears to be
more emphasis on shoes, which includes the GAZELLE, RIVALRY-HI, PROMODEL, SUPERSTAR and Adidas Originals ZX500
classic shoe models. In addition, a leather jacket, sportswear. All series of products using the mastermind Japan is more
representative of the black, with that used to make people Hunqianmengying skeleton design elements, although not too much sense
of design, but such a pattern can already touched the hearts of many people. [Chinese] Nike shoes Network "all-weather" outdoor
basketball activities from July 1 officially launched in the country, fans in improving their basketball skills at the same time, have the
opportunity to meet NBA superstar! It is understood that Nike will be invited this summer three NBA superstar to China to meet with
fans, including Kobe Bryant has identified its Asian tour itinerary, in addition, LeBron James and Chris Paul is also possible In this
summer vacation to China. July 4 to 24 days, Nike "all-weather combat training camp" will be the first landing in Shanghai, Chengdu,
Guangzhou, Wuhan, Nanjing, HangzhouAugust 4 to 24 days, will be in Beijing, Shenyang, Harbin and Xi'an conducted. Among them,
Guangzhou Nike "all-weather combat training camp" will take place at the Tianhe Sports Center, Nike basketball park. Nike
yesterday announced Kobe Bryant will be invited to six Asian cities with the young fans were interactive activities. July 21, Bryant will
arrive in Manila to Singapore on July 22, July 23 to Chinese Taipei, July 24 to Hong Kong, China, July 25 arrived in Shanghai on July
26 arrived in Chengdu. Before beginning this year's Asian Tour, Bryant will attend an important event - local time on July 7, a
generation of the King of Pop Michael Jackson's funeral will be held at the Staples Center in Los Angeles, Bryant will serve as a
special guest to attend the funeral. "When his" Thriller "album sold 65 million, I also bought." Bryant said, "was invited to attend his
funeral for me is a great honor." < p > to the flag of the United States this hot elements as the design of a single product can be said
to abound, but how to flag play color also depends on the local brands, after all, the national flag is a symbol of the spirit of a nation.
And from the United States of America's converse has recently been used at the foot of the flag, the introduction of a new Ameircana
series Taylor chuck, compared with the last quarter of the national flag series design more publicity. Remember last year to leather
as a shoe, the United States national flag hidden in the shoes. to this season Converse decided to adopt a more bold design, the
United States of the characteristics of the national flag - white stripes and star logo printed with upper, the classic shoe type with a
symbol of the spirit of the United States to increase the charm of the United States, in addition to whether it is a shoe or soles are
added to do the old effect, full of age and retro flavor, full of flavor. Source: < p > was born in 1984 ZX running shoes with excellent
technology and elegant design has been running shoes classic for, the adidas originals selection in the spring of this year to create a
series of ZX engraved. In previously reserved for the design elements, coupled with today's popular fashion design, to create a
ZX700, ZX750, ZX500, ZX630, ZX710 complex engraved version. I think this is one of the single product that can not be missed in
the field of motion and the trend.
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